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“On Saturday last,” says the Avoca Mail of
the 6th inst., “we saw at Maryborough a
monster codfish, caught in the Loddon by
Mr. C. Stein. Mr Stein had caught a bream
weighing 2lb., and before he could land it
the cod came up and swallowed the smaller
fish, carrying it away with the line. As Mr.
Stein could not swim, he gave a boy half a
crown to go into the water and get the line,
and after some trouble the fish was landed.
It was then found that the cod had paid the
penalty of his rapacity by being choked
with the bream, the tail of which was still
protruding from the cod’s mouth. The cod
measured 3ft, 2in. in length and 2ft. 8in. in
girth, and weighed 38lb. Some very good
baskets of fish are being obtained in all the
local streams, owing, it is supposed, to the
water being so low. Most of the fish
obtained about Avoca are, however, very
small in size. Several river turtles have also
been obtained.”
Argus, 19 February 1877
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Figure 16.1

The Loddon River Catchment showing major waterways and key localities.
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16.1

Early European Accounts
The Loddon River originates in headwater areas draining extensive volcanic plains north of Ballarat and has a
number of major tributaries. The Loddon River itself has its source near Daylesford, and flows north to meet a
major tributary, the Jim Crow Creek, near Newstead. In the west the principle headwater streams are the
Creswick Creek and the Birch (or Birches) Creek, the latter being originally known as the Bullarook Creek. These
two streams meet near Clunes to form the Tullaroop Creek (sometimes called the Deep Creek) which flows
north, collecting the flow of McCallums Creek near Maryborough before discharging into the Loddon River
upstream of Laanecoorie. Downstream of Bridgewater the Loddon River has several anabranches, the largest
being the Serpentine Creek. It also receives water from the Pyramid Creek - its source being the Bullock Creek,
originating near Bendigo, and a small anabranch of the Murray River. The lower Loddon catchment contains a
number of large permanent lakes fed by creeks, groundwater and floods from the river. Notable are the Boort
Lakes adjacent to the town of that name, Lake Meran further downstream, and the Kerang Lakes which stretch
between the towns of Kerang and Swan Hill.
Major Thomas Mitchell was probably the first European to sight the Loddon River in 1836. On June 21 from Mt
Hope he observed a river in the distance, which was the lower Loddon, which he named the ‘Yarrayne’,
probably the name used by the indigenous people for the area:
Beyond the plain the line of noble yarra trees, which I had observed from Mount Hope, gave almost certain
promise of a river; and at 6 1/2 miles our journey was terminated by a deep running stream. The banks were
steep and about twenty feet high, but covered thickly with grass to the edge of the water. / The banks of this
little river were however very different in some respects from any we had previously seen, being everywhere
covered thickly with grass. No fallen timber impeded its course, nor was there any indication in the banks that
the course was ever in the least degree affected by such obstructions (Mitchell, 1838).

On July 8 he crossed the river further upstream, apparently unaware that it was the same watercourse, at
which point he named it the ‘Loddon’ after the river of the same name in his birthplace of Hampshire, England:
The banks of this stream consisted of rounded acclivities and were covered with excellent grass. The bed was
18 or 20 feet below the level of the adjacent flats and, from its resemblance in some respects to the little
stream in England, I named it the Loddon (Mitchell, 1838).

The squatters followed Mitchell, one of the first being Alexander Mollison. In 1840 Mollison established an
outstation in the Loddon Valley named ‘Jumcra’ after a local indigenous word, the name latter being corrupted
to ‘Jim Crow’ and applied to a local creek (Kyneton Guardian, 1935; Bride & Sayers, 1969). In July 1851 the first
gold discovery in Victoria was made at Clunes, and shortly afterwards at Bendigo Creek, heralding the dawn of
the Victorian gold rush. The following year gold was discovered at Forest Creek, leading to another rush and
the establishment of the towns of Castlemaine and Chewton. Major discoveries also occurred at Daylesford in
1852, Maryborough in 1854 and a host of other localities, the upper Loddon proving to be extremely
auriferous (Flett, 1979).
Thomas Martin grew up in the hamlet of Newstead during the gold rush and later reminisced about those
times in a letter now held by the State Library of Victoria. Describing the period from 1858 to the early 1860s
Martin made a number of references to the fish of the area:
The Muckleford creek was close by where we used to get some nice fish. / They (the aborigines) used to fish in
the Loddon + catch some nice fish. They used to spear them + sell some of them cheap to get tobacco. They
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would throw spears at them in the Loddon + seldom miss. I saw a fish caught in the Loddon which weighed 53
lbs, by a man called Mr Ball. He got a barrow + took it to the school for the children to see. The Loddon had
some clear, deep waterholes (Martin, 1858).

The headwaters of the Loddon, in the Clunes area, were the source for Victoria’s second effort in the
acclimatisation of native fish. Cod and ‘bream’ were captured from the Tullaroop and Bullarook Creeks and
transferred to Lake Burrumbeet on the outskirts of Ballarat in January and February 1858. The cod established
a self-supporting population and flourished for many decades (Ballarat Star, 25 February 1858; Clements,
1988). Cod were also sourced from the Loddon River and introduced to the Wimmera River near Crowlands in
1861 (Argus, 26 March 1861). The reservoirs constructed on the goldfields also received liberations of native
fish. An example of this was Expedition Pass Reservoir, near Castlemaine, which was stocked with 300 ‘bream,
cod, carp and perch’ in April 1873 sourced from the Barmah area (Mount Alexander Mail, 26 April 1873). The
cod did well and apparently reproduced as cod of all sizes were reported to have been observed downstream
of the dam when it overflowed during floods in November 1894 (Clements, 1988). Many years later it appears
that there was an attempt to introduce the coastal form of the Blackfish to the upper Loddon River near
Glenlyon, though details are sketchy (Argus, 26 September 1930).
An early observer of the gold rush was a resident of the Castlemaine area who corresponded with regional
newspapers providing local news under the nom de plume of ‘Miners Right’. In 1858 the author reported on
the results of local anglers efforts:
Apropos of the Loddon – everybody has taken to fishing lately on a Sunday, scores take tackle and go to try
their luck, and generally it is good for the fish are cooped up in small holes, and are glad to bite at anything. A
good number of females appear to be quite as lucky as their lords. I saw one man with twenty-seven fish – cod,
bream, and something else, and they averaged about a pound each; some weighing three or four pounds have
been caught, and even larger. It would not be too much to say that hundreds of pounds of fish have been
caught in the Loddon the past two weeks, besides any number of crayfish (Ballarat Star, 25 February 1858).

Peter Beveridge, who settled in the Swan Hill district in 1845, recorded that lagoons and lakes in the region,
which would have included the Kerang Lakes, contained an abundance of cod, Golden and Silver perch, Catfish
and Blackfish (Beveridge, 1889). In Lake Boga cod and other native fish were so abundant that a local industry
was established in 1869 canning the fish (Argus, 14 May 1869). Fae Stevens, in her history of the Boort district,
recorded that in 1926 eight cod captured from Lake Meran were brought to a local hotel, the smallest
weighing 49 lb. (22.2 kg) and the largest 74 lb. (35.6 kg). She also interviewed Frank Huggins, born in 1876 at
Fernihurst, who recalled ‘you could always catch a fish in the Loddon or Kinypaniel Creek. Once we opened up
a 45 lb. cod and there was a 4 lb. cod in it’ (Stevens, 1969).
Colonel John Langtry, in his post-World War Two survey of the inland warm water fishery, conducted surveys
in the lower Loddon River and a number of lakes. He also as analysed professional fishermen’s catch data from
those waters. He observed that some of the lakes once carried substantial native fish populations but, by 1949,
they were in serious decline. In the Loddon River itself Langtry highlighted the apparent absence of Trout cod
and Macquarie perch (Cadwallader, 1977).

16.2

The Past Distribution of Fishes in the Loddon River Catchment
The Sustainable Rivers Audit (Davies et al., 2008) divided the Loddon catchment into a lowland zone
(downstream of Maryborough and Baringhup), a slopes zone (upstream to Creswick and Glenluce) and an
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upland zone beyond the latter locations. Very few headwater creeks exist in the montane zone. All the habitat
zones discussed below match those in the Sustainable Rivers Audit. Native fish rarity scores were not
developed by the expert scientific panel for the upland or montane zones.
Most of the information presented below is sourced from a limited amount of oral history (mainly OH 139146) and a reasonable number of detailed newspaper accounts. Very few old photographs of catches of native
fish in this catchment have been located. It is recommended that further historical research be undertaken in
this catchment.

16.2.1

The Montane Zone
Only a few small streams penetrate into the montane zone of this catchment and there are no records of
larger native fish being present.

16.2.2

The Upland Zone
Many areas in the upper Loddon contain waterfalls, notably between Glenluce and Glenlyon on the Loddon
itself, which prevent upstream access by native fish. The main exception is in the west of the catchment south
of Creswick. Blackfish were very common in upland habitat in both the Loddon River and creeks. They were
captured in good numbers from the Loddon River at Glenluce and the Middleton Creek (Mudford, OH 139;
Passalaqua, OH 142). Blackfish have survived to the present time in the Birch Creek (Saddlier, 2001).
Newspaper accounts record that cod and ‘bream’ were common in the Tullaroop and Bullarook (Birch) Creeks
near Clunes in the 1850s (Ballarat Star, 25 February 1858) indicating the likelihood that both ‘bream’, probably
Macquarie perch, and cod may have penetrated into the upland zone in these streams and had a minor
presence in the lower reaches.

16.2.3

The Slopes Zone
A number of newspaper accounts attest to the excellent fishing that existed for native fish during the gold rush
and indicate that the slopes zone of the Loddon once held substantial populations of large native fish species.
The Argus recorded that ‘the Deep Creek and its tributaries, Macallum’s Creek, Tullarook Creek, and Ballarook
Creek, contain the Murray cod’ (Argus, 14 April 1857). The translocation of cod and ‘bream’ from the Tullaroop
and Bullarook Creeks near Clunes to Lake Burrumbeet (Ballarat Star, 25 February 1858) demonstrates the
existence of a large cod population at that time in the upper reaches of the slopes zone. The Deep Creek was
also used as a source for the translocation of cod and ‘bream’ to Lake Colac in 1858 where in two days 26 cod
and 35 ‘bream’ ranging from two ounces to five lb. (0.06 to 2.3 kg) were captured (Argus, 8 June 1858). Small
tributaries of the Deep Creek such as the Mount Greenock (Back) Creek at Talbot also produced occasional
captures of cod (Argus, 4 March 1867).
Further downstream in the Deep Creek near Carisbrook in one night’s fishing 40 lb. (18.1 kg) of fish up to 18 lb.
(8.2 kg) in individual weight were taken (Hobart Mercury, 24 January 1868). Thomas Martin’s account from
1858 suggests that cod were very common in the Loddon River in the Newstead area (Martin, 1858). In 1917 it
was reported that a group of Maldon anglers captured 22 cod up to 15½ lb. (7.0 kg) in weight for a total of 83
lb. (37.6 kg) from the Loddon River (Western Mail 16 February 1917) probably catching the fish at the bottom
of the slopes zone adjacent to Maldon. Oral history recalls cod to have been originally very common to
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abundant in the upper Loddon River upstream to the Loddon Falls between Glenluce and Glenlyon and in the
Loddon River near Vaughan and Guildford (Mudford, OH 139; McDonald, OH 141; Passalaqua, OH 142).
The Argus reported that ‘Bream, trout, cod, and hundreds of crayfish, have rewarded the efforts of anglers
lately in Maccallum’s Creek, near Majorca’ (Argus, 3 January 1867). The direct reference to ‘trout’ being taken
in 1867 in the McCallums Creek predates the introduction of exotic salmonids to the catchment. It occurred
during a period when regional newspapers in northern Victoria regularly reported captures of ‘trout’ or
‘Murray trout’ which David Stead ultimately identified as referring to Trout cod (Sydney Mail, 27 November
1929). It is therefore likely that in this article, like the other contemporary newspaper accounts, the ‘trout’
were Trout cod. Later more detailed newspaper accounts specifically discusses ‘Murray trout’ further
downstream near Kerang, confirming the presence of Trout cod in the Loddon River catchment (Argus, 3
March 1911, 8 May 1917). The article implies that ‘bream, trout, cod’ were common, and suggests a significant
presence of Trout cod. The only photograph of a cod originating prior to the 1950s taken from the slopes zone
is of a large Murray cod captured from the Vaughan area by Jack Dalmenico during the 1940s. Given the
reported past abundance of Trout cod in slopes habitat in the adjacent Campaspe catchment (Argus, 17 March
1911) the available evidence suggest that both Murray cod and Trout cod had been abundant in the rivers and
larger creeks of the slopes zone.
A fundamental question about the fish fauna of the upper Loddon is the identity of the ‘bream’ widely
reported as being abundant in newspapers during the 1850s (Argus, 14 April 1857, 8 June 1858; Ballarat Star,
25 February 1858). Other accounts record the capture of ‘Some fine black fish of from 3lb. to 4lb.’ from the
Loddon River near Eddington which are clearly not River Blackfish due to their size (Argus, 6 April 1870).
‘Bream’ were also recorded as being caught in numbers in the Loddon River, probably near Castlemaine or
Newstead (Ballarat Star, 1858). The two potential native fish species that could have been described by the
term ‘bream’ are Macquarie perch and Silver perch. One resident familiar with Macquarie perch has recalled
past captures in the Loddon downstream of Laanecoorie (Bill Strong, pers. com.) and another in the Loddon
River near Glenluce (Mudford, OH 139).
It has been suggested that Macquarie perch were naturally absent from the Loddon catchment (Anon, 1973)
and that reported past captures of Macquarie perch in the Loddon River and its tributaries originated from
translocated fish (Cadwallader, 1981). Macquarie perch were translocated from waters outside the catchment
into the Bet Bet, Tullaroop and Deep Creeks in 1930 and into Lake Daylesford in 1931 (Maryborough
Advertiser, 19 November 1930; Cadwallader, 1981). It is probable that the native fish translocated to
Expedition Pass Reservoir in 1873 which were sourced from the Barmah area (Mount Alexander Mail, 26 April
1873) also included Macquarie perch. Ron Mudford, who was thoroughly familiar with Macquarie perch in the
Campaspe River and who saw a small number of specimens caught from the upper reaches of the Loddon
River near Glenluce c1930, recalled his father’s stories of the species having once been common in the Loddon
well before the translocations in the twentieth century took place (Mudford, OH 139).
Overall it is probable that the ‘bream’ in the upper Loddon were in fact Macquarie perch, for a number of
reasons. The elevation of Clunes at 310 m exceeds the altitude of most locations in other catchments in
Victoria where Silver perch were reported. There is no other example of Silver perch being common in creeks
in Victoria at an altitude of 300 m ASL, but numerous examples of this being the case with Macquarie perch. In
the nearby Coliban and Campaspe Rivers, Silver perch were taken in the slopes zone but only in small
numbers, most ‘bream’ captures being Macquarie perch (Argus, 20 November 1908; Anon., 1976). Macquarie
perch were present in the Murray River in numbers at least as far downstream as Euston (Cadwallader, 1977)
and were present at Koondrook near the confluence of the Loddon and Murray Rivers (Argus, 18 December
1931) and so had access to the Loddon catchment. The ‘bream’ in the Tullaroop, Bullarook and McCallums
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Creeks were very common, the Learmonth family catching 98 bream during their translocation efforts in early
1858 (Ballarat Star, 25 February 1858) and the accounts from the 1850s predate the earliest native fish
translocations into the catchment in 1873. Collectively from the available evidence it appears that the rivers
and creeks in the slopes zone of Loddon catchment originally supported a substantial Macquarie perch
population.
Second hand oral history suggests that Golden perch may have been present in the slopes zone, with reported
captures taking place near Guildford. The account lacks sufficient detail however, to make it conclusive
(Dalmenico, OH 140). Golden perch are known to have been taken as far upstream as Laanecoorie Reservoir
with ‘bream’ also being recorded in that water (Argus, 18 March, 1927). Silver perch have been documented to
be present in the slopes zone in the adjacent Campaspe catchment (Argus, 20 November 1908). From this
limited evidence and drawing inferences using the Campaspe catchment as a comparison it is probable that
both Silver perch and Golden perch once had a minor presence in at least the lower slopes zone of the Loddon
River.
Catfish were present in the slopes zone being recorded in the Tullaroop Creek at Clunes in 1851 (Clunes
Guardian, 31 August 1920), and Ron Dalmenico recalled his father’s stories of Catfish having been captured in
the Guildford area (Dalmenico, OH 140). These two accounts suggest that the species had been regularly taken
in at least small numbers. Blackfish appear to have been abundant in the slopes zone in both the river and
creeks. They were reported to be present in the Tullaroop Creek at Clunes (Clunes Guardian, 31 August 1920),
the Loddon River near Glenlyon (Argus, 27 November, 1925) and to have been abundant in the Loddon River
at Glenluce (Clunes Guardian, 31 August 1920; Mudford, OH 139; McDonald, OH 141), the Deep Creek near
Carisbrook (Argus, 19 February 1857), and the nearby Loddon River (Clements, 1988), Bradford Creek near
Shelbourne (Argus, 18 June 1909), the upper Bullock Creek near Bendigo (Argus, 24 February 1905) and Joyces
and Green Gully Creeks near Maldon (Argus, 21 December 1868). The Muckleford Creek was described as ‘the
rendezvous of anglers’ where ‘splendid blackfish have been taken’ (Argus, 30 December 1862). In the Bet Bet
Creek in one night out of one hole 12 lb. (5.4 kg) of Blackfish were taken indicating that they were abundant
(Argus, 27 March 1866). Blackfish were also abundant in mining dams near Newstead (Argus, 27 May 1927).
A newspaper account records the presence of a ‘small silver trout’ in the Muckleford Creek which were
probably galaxiids (Argus, 18 June 1909) and oral history records their presence in the Loddon River upstream
of Castlemaine (Mudford, OH 139). Eels were also occasionally taken in the central Loddon catchment with
recorded captures occurring in the Birch Creek, the Deep Creek near Eddington (Argus, 29 November 1921),
and from the Loddon River near Glenluce (Mudford, OH 139). A number were translocated from the Merri
River around 1905. It is unclear whether the slopes zone captures originated from this translocation or were
from a natural presence (Argus, 29 November 1921).

16.2.4

The Lowland Zone
Cod were historically abundant in all lowland habitats in the Loddon River catchment. They were abundant in
the Loddon River near Baringhup (Rumbolt, OH 143; Bill Rumbolt, pers. com.) and large catches were reported
at Laanecoorie (Argus, 18 March, 1927), Bridgewater (Western Mail, 27 April 1912; Scholes, OH 144), near
Fernihurst (Stevens, 1969) and at Canary Island (Chalmers, OH 145). As late as 1899 it was reported that a
resident of Tarnagulla caught a hundred weight (254 kg) of cod from the Loddon (Camperdown Chronicle, 14
January 1899). Further downstream, near Serpentine in 1918, four anglers in one weekend took 43 Murray cod
ranging from 5 to 10 lb. (2.3 to 4.5 kg) in weight (Western Mail, 15 February 1918). Cod were described as
‘caught in abundance’ at Bridgewater (Burra Record, 9 June 1926). Cod were abundant in the Barr Creek with
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fish up to 124 lb. (56.2 kg) being taken (Argus, 21 August 1925; Ashton, OH 146; McDonald, OH 141; Photo
LDR2) and were common in Kinypaniel Creek (Stevens, 1969). Cod were present in abundance in lakes and
lagoons throughout the Swan Hill district, including the Kerang Lakes (Beveridge, 1889). Large cod were
common in the Boort Lakes (Stevens, 1969). At Lake Meering (Meran), even after a substantial decline in the
fishery, Langtry reported that in 1942 1814 kg of Murray cod was taken by commercial fisherman from the
Kerang lakes (Cadwallader, 1977).
Previously the only definitive account about Trout cod in the Loddon catchment was Langtry’s observation that
they were absent in the Kerang area c1949 (Cadwallader, 1977). The correspondence received and published
in the Argus from R. W. Harvey of Kerang of ‘Murray trout’ is a historically solid account of Trout cod,
particularly when read in conjunction with the ongoing articles in the paper at that time (Argus, 3 March
1911). The newspaper later confirmed that Harvey had caught a ‘Murray trout’ at Kerang, pinpointing his
capture in the Loddon (Argus, 8 May 1917). Harvey indicated that Trout cod were rare captures near Kerang,
supported by the fact that he had difficulty obtaining a specimen for the Argus to allow museum examination,
and oral history recalls their scarcity near Kerang (Ashton, OH 146). At this point the available evidence
indicates that Murray cod were abundant in the lowland zone and Trout cod comparatively rare.
Blandowski (1858) recorded the Loddon aborigines as using the word ‘Birnnett’ for Golden perch. They have
been taken near Laanecoorie (Rumbolt, OH 143) and were very common at Bridgewater (Scholes, OH 144).
They were abundant near Kerang (Ashton, OH 146; Mick Ashton, pers. com.) and during netting in the Loddon
River in 1949 Golden perch comprised 10.8% of the total catch (Cadwallader, 1977). Golden perch were
present in the Loddon River near Canary Island (Chalmers, OH 145), in the Serpentine Creek, with fish up to 24
lb. (10.9 kg) being taken (Clifford, OH 72), and were common in the Barr Creek (Ashton, OH 146). A newspaper
account records ‘bream’ being taken in the Laanecoorie Weir when it was drained in 1927 (Argus, 18 March,
1927) but the identity of the ‘bream’ is unclear. First-hand accounts record Macquarie perch to have, on rare
occasions been taken in the Loddon River downstream of Laanecoorie (Bill Strong, pers. com.). Silver perch
were caught in the Loddon at Serpentine and Canary Island (Mudford, OH 139; Chalmers, OH 145), were
common near Kerang (Ashton, OH 146) and in the lower Loddon in 1949 comprised 34.9% of the total catch
(Cadwallader, 1977). They had also been very common in the Barr Creek (Ashton, OH 146). Overall it appears
that Golden perch and Silver Perch had been abundant in the Loddon River and the larger creeks, at least in
the lower reaches of the lowland zone. The very limited evidence suggests that Macquarie perch were present
but rare in this zone though they may have been more common towards in the upper reaches of lowland
habitat based on their probable abundance in the slopes zone. Within living memory all three perch species
have been scarce towards the top of the lowland zone.
Catfish had been abundant in the larger creeks, such as the Barr Creek, and were common in the Loddon River
near the Pyramid Creek junction (Ashton, OH 146). They were very common near Canary Island (Chalmers, OH
145) and were present near Bridgewater (Scholes, OH 144). Catfish were reported by Langtry as having been
common in some of the Kerang Lakes, including Brandy Lake, prior to the 1940s with 1361 kg of Catfish being
taken by commercial fishermen from the Kerang Lakes in 1923 (Cadwallader, 1977). Blackfish were taken from
the Loddon at Newbridge (Argus, 22 December 1924), were common near Bridgewater (Scholes, OH 144),
abundant near Canary Island (Chalmers, OH 145) and Kerang (Argus, 18 June 1909; McDonald, OH 141) and
were common in the Serpentine Creek and the lower reaches of Bullock Creek (Argus, 24 February 1905).
Lampreys, probably Short-headed lampreys (Lintermans, 2007), were once common in the Kerang area, with
occasional captures of eels taking place (Argus, 12 March 1909).
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16.2.5

Estimates of Native Fish Abundance in the Loddon River Catchment at European Settlement.
Presented are the rarity scores used in the Sustainable Rivers Audit (Davies et al., 2008) which were developed
by an expert panel using historical evidence available prior to 2008. They indicate the probability of capturing a
particular fish species using standardized survey techniques such as electrofishing. They are compared to those
developed in the True Tales Project using more recently obtained historical evidence and are based on the
typical size of angler catches in the oldest accounts.
Table 16.1

Species

Loddon River Catchment Rarity Scores (Main River Channels)
Lowland

Slopes

Upland

(Murray River to Maryborough &

(Maryborough & Baringhup to

(Upstream of Creswick &

Baringhup)

Creswick & Glenluce)

Glenluce)

SRA

True Tales

SRA

True Tales

SRA

True Tales

Trout cod

3

1

1

5

0

L1?

Murray cod

5

5

1

5

0

L1?

Golden perch

5

5

1

1?

0

0

Silver perch

5

5

0

1?

0

0

Macquarie perch

1

1

3

5

0

L1?

Catfish

5

5

1

1

0

0

‘Blackfish’

3

U3

3

5

0

5

Key
0 = Absent: no credible account reporting the species former presence
1 = Rare: a few individual fish could be expected to be taken by a resident angler each year
3 = Common: regularly taken by a resident angler in small numbers
5 = Abundant: frequently taken by a resident angler in good numbers
L = abundance at the lower end rating
U = abundance at the upper end rating
Ratings in bold type are supported by multiple accounts or lines of evidence e.g. Oral history, newspaper accounts,
photographs.
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Figure 16.2

Historical Records for Native Fish in the Loddon River Catchment
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Photograph 16.1

Boort Cod Catch

Photo LDR1: A catch of Murray cod from the Loddon River, Boort area 1920s. George Garing on right
holds a good cod. Photo courtesy of Len Lebner.
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Photograph 16.2

A Big Cod Shot

Photo LDR2: A 124 lb. (56.2 kg) Murray cod shot in the Barr Creek
under the Koondrook tramway bridge near Kerang 1939. On the left
is Eddie Ashton, older brother of Mick Ashton who stands on the
right. The Barr Creek once supported large populations of native fish
including Catfish which were particularly prolific. The habitat was
destroyed when the creek was turned into a channel as part of ‘river
improvement’ works. Photo courtesy of Mick Ashton.
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16.3

The Changes

16.3.1

Changes to Native Fish Distribution and Abundance
In the slopes zone accounts of an abundance of native fish in the 1850s and 1860’ contrast with the oral
history post-1920s, indicating a general scarcity particularly in the upper reaches. The lack of information in
the intervening years makes it difficult to pinpoint precisely when species declines took place. The last written
account of ‘bream’, probably Macquarie perch, being caught, originated from near Maryborough in 1877
(Argus, 19 February 1877). The only first-hand account of a perch species other than introduced Redfin perch
in the slopes zone in the twentieth century are Ron Mudford’s recollections of a few Macquarie perch being
taken near Glenluce c1930 (Mudford, OH 139). About that time efforts were made to source Macquarie perch
for stocking local waters, suggesting that there was concern about their status in the area (Maryborough
Advertiser, 19 November 1930; Cadwallader, 1981). A few years later the Maryborough and Maldon Angling
Clubs convened public meetings to discuss the serious decline that had taken place in the local native fishery,
and to take action to restore specifically populations of Macquarie perch and cod (Argus, 29 May 1935, 29
April 1936). It appears that Macquarie perch underwent a dramatic decline in the late nineteenth century,
becoming extinct in the slopes zone in the 1930s.
There are no accounts of cod being present in the upper slopes zone in the upper Tullaroop and McCallums
Creeks after the 1850s. Further downstream, newspapers record good catches of Cod in the Tullaroop Creek
into the late 1860s (Argus, 24 January 1868). They were rare upstream of Castlemaine by the 1930s (Mudford,
OH 139) but were still common in the Loddon River near Vaughan and Guildford at that time. By the end of the
1940s they had become rare at Vaughan and Guildford (Passalaqua, OH 142). Overall cod populations appear
to have steadily retreated downstream with a virtual disappearance by the Second World War. The only record
of Catfish in the twentieth century is a family’s stories of their presence near Guildford, originating prior to the
Great Depression (Dalmenico, OH 140). As early as 1862 it was reported that a serious decline in the
abundance of ‘blackfish’ in the Muckleford Creek had occurred due to siltation associated with mining
activities (Argus, 30 December 1862). Another account implied a decline had occurred in the Bradford Creek
near Shelbourne by 1909 (Argus, 18 June 1909). After the Second World War, Blackfish disappeared from
many streams but still remained common in others (Ron Mudford & Frank Passalaqua, pers. com.). Since that
time they have been the only large native fish found in any numbers in the slopes and upland zones of the
Loddon
In the upper lowland zone near Laanecoorie Bill Rumbolt’s recollections suggest that native fish populations
had seriously declined by the 1930s with cod being the only species captured in any numbers. Small cod were
scarce, Golden perch were very rare and Silver perch and Catfish were absent (Rumbolt, OH 143). The last
account of ‘bream’, most likely Silver perch, in any quantity at Laanecoorie dates from 1927 when the weir was
drained (Argus, 18 March, 1927). Golden perch and Silver perch were scarce as far downstream as Serpentine,
Bridgewater and Canary Island by the 1930s (Scholes, OH 144; Chalmers, OH 145). Near Bridgewater in 1932
‘fair catches’ of cod were reported (Argus, 11 January 1932) but a major decline occurred in the cod fishery
after large fish kills that occurred during that decade (Scholes, OH 144; Chalmers, OH 145).
Near Kerang, cod, Golden perch, Silver perch and Catfish were very common in the Loddon River and Barr
Creek during the 1930s but declines were evident by the Second World War, particularly Catfish which
disappeared very quickly (Ashton, OH 146; Mick Ashton, pers. com.). Langtry reported the belief of
professional fishermen that worked the Kerang Lakes, who maintained that declines in native fish populations
occurred in the 1920s and presented a graph showing reduced catches of ‘Murray fish’, which comprised
native species and Goldfish, supporting their claim. By the late 1940s Catfish, once prolific in Lakes Boga and
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Brandy had disappeared, and Murray cod, Golden perch, and Silver perch were only being taken in small
numbers from the lakes (Cadwallader, 1977).

16.3.2

Changes to Habitat
The catchment of the upper Loddon underwent severe environmental disturbance during the gold rush (Argus,
16 October 1865). Initially alluvial working of gold took place. This was followed in some areas by underground
working of deep leads and quartz reefs (Flett, 1979). By 1862 mining sludge was filling the Muckleford Creek
and ‘holes that formerly were clear as crystal are now as muddy as Forest Creek’ with an associated decline in
the fishery (Argus, 30 December 1862). Used mine tailings were discharged down the Deep Creek at Clunes,
causing considerable public concern (Argus, 25 November 1881). Gold dredges also operated in the catchment
with the last operating in the Newstead area well into the twentieth century. Perhaps the most devastating
impact was produced by the introduction of hydraulic sluicing of alluvium in the Castlemaine district in the
twentieth century which loosened massive quantities of top soil, introducing sludge into the Loddon River. This
activity caused extensive silting of the Loddon River to the extent that by 1930 half of the storage capacity of
the Laanecoorie Reservoir had been lost (Scott, 2001). It was reported that in the course of a few years’ holes
in the Loddon that were 15 feet in depth had completely silted up (Argus, 5 March 1937). Of all the
catchments in Victoria the Loddon probably experienced the most extensive changes due to the gold rush.
Large fish kills were regularly reported in this catchment and were often associated with the activities of
miners. In 1865 hundreds of Blackfish died in the McCallums Creek, with previous kills being recalled and
linked to the washing of sheep (Argus, 19 October 1865). Two years later hundreds of fish died after heavy
storms in the Deep Creek upstream of Carisbrook (Hobart Mercury, 9 March 1867). During parliamentary
debate in 1881 it was stated the Loddon River at Kerang had been polluted by nine million gallons of water
daily by mines in the Maryborough area (Argus, 25 November 1881). In 1920 cod and perch died in the Loddon
(Argus, 16 January 1920) and in the 1930s there was a series of large fish kills, recalled in the oral history and
documented by newspapers. In January 1935 fish were killed by cyanide pollution in the Birch Creek (Argus, 11
January 1935). Later the same year, large numbers of fish were killed by pollution at Newstead (Argus, 23
December 1935). In November 1936 pollution by ‘alum’ in the Loddon River resulted in stock refusing to drink
the water between Guildford and Baringhup which also killed fish (Argus, 26 November 1936, 11 December
1936). It has also been suggested that during drought in the 1940s water from mines was sent downstream to
maintain supplies and this water also adversely affected fish (Rumbolt, OH 143). The mining pollution killed
cod from Guildford to as far downstream as Canary Island, after which time cod were scarce upstream of the
Kerang area (Rumbolt, OH 143; Chalmers, OH 145). By the 1980s the catchment was considered highly
degraded with indications of dryland salinity being evident in the lower reaches (Schoknecht, 1988).
The upper Loddon was the starting point for the acclimatisation of a number exotic species in the Murray
Darling Basin due to the very active acclimatisation society which existed at Ballarat, as well as one at
Castlemaine. The absence of sizeable angling fish in some of the lakes located on the tablelands near Ballarat
was the original motivation for the translocation of cod into Lake Burrumbeet in 1858 (Ballarat Star, 12
December 1857). By the 1860s, Redfin perch and Tench had been received from Tasmania and placed in
waters near Ballarat (Clements, 1988). In 1872 thousands of Redfin perch were released into Birch Creek at
Clunes (Australasian, 31 August 1872), the Muckleford Creek was stocked two years later (Argus, 27 August
1874) and in 1875 54,000 fish were released in the Maryborough area (Argus, 3 December 1875). In 1873
‘gouramis’, most likely Osphronemus goramy, which had been previously introduced to Middle Gully Reservoir
and become established were sourced from that water and spread elsewhere (Argus, 21 August 1873). In the
lower reaches of the catchment the state Water Supply Department introduced Redfin perch into irrigation
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channels near Macorna to control crayfish where they became established by 1893 (Argus, 18 December
1893).
By the 1930s Redfin perch dominated the Loddon River and its tributaries as far downstream as Kerang
(Rumbolt, OH 143; Chalmers, OH 145), and at Laanecoorie Reservoir a party of anglers took 90 in a few hours
(Argus, 24 May 1934). Langtry presented professional fishermen’s catch data from the Kerang Lakes dating
back to just after the First World War and, as early as 1923, Redfin perch represented 27% of the total catch.
He reported the belief of professional fishermen that declines in native fish populations coincided with the
periodic proliferation of Redfin perch and presented a graph showing reduced catches of ‘Murray fish’ when
Redfin perch were common in the lakes. Redfin perch catches plummeted during the 1930s when other
species were once again caught in numbers, but recovered during the 1940s and the other species
subsequently declined severely. Langtry also highlighted the disappearance of Catfish in some lakes during the
Redfin perch explosion. From Langtry’s data it is clear that by the 1920s introduced species in the form of
Redfin perch, Tench and Goldfish dominated the fish fauna of the Kerang Lakes (Cadwallader, 1977), a
dramatic change compared to the situation described by Peter Beveridge in 1845 (Beveridge, 1889).
Trout were first introduced to the Loddon catchment in 1872 when 150 fish were placed in the Harcourt
Reservoir. They were subsequently introduced to other waters throughout the catchment (Clements, 1988). By
the early twentieth century trout were abundant throughout the upland zone and were regularly taken as far
downstream as Laanecoorie (Argus, 26 September, 1908, 31 January 1925, 18 March, 1927; Clements, 1988).
Tench, which were introduced around the same time as Redfin perch, became common in reservoirs in the
upland zone and were abundant in the river and lakes in the lower reaches (Argus, 18 March, 1927; Rumbolt,
OH 143; Chalmers, OH 145). Goldfish, recorded as ‘carp’, were widely dispersed to reservoirs near Castlemaine
in 1873 (Argus, 21 August 1873). They were first reported in the Barr Creek near Kerang in 1914 and by 1926
were described as ‘abundant’ and ‘swarming’ in the Loddon and other streams (Argus, 22 October 1926;
Cadwallader, 1977). European carp arrived in the lower Loddon towards the end of the 1960s and
progressively made their way upstream (Mick Ashton, pers. com.).
While a number of modest reservoirs had been constructed during the gold rush in the Bendigo, Castlemaine
and Daylesford areas for mining purposes, eventually others were constructed for the regulation of the waters
of the Loddon to mitigate flooding and guarantee water supply during drought. The first major storage was the
Laanecoorie Reservoir near Dunolly which was completed in 1891. A large flood in 1909 almost destroyed the
structure which was subsequently repaired and ultimately enlarged in 1935. Other smaller weirs were
constructed at Fernihurst and Serpentine. It has been suggested that these weirs blocked upstream fish
passage, reducing the abundance of native fish further upstream (Rumbolt, OH 143). After the Second World
War much larger impoundments were constructed, including Cairn Curran Reservoir on the Loddon River near
Newstead, completed in 1955, and Tullaroop Reservoir on the Tullaroop Creek near Maryborough, completed
in 1959. With their construction, flows in the Loddon River have become regulated and increased extraction
combined with a reduction in runoff has greatly reduced flows (NCCMA, 2010). Increasing demands on the
water supply and excessive extraction have resulted in the cessation of flow during the recent drought
(Chalmers, OH 145).
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Photograph 16.3

A Ruined River

Top, Photo: State Library of Victoria b47591, H96.160/21. The upper Loddon River once
held significant populations of native fish. Much of the catchment was drastically altered by
the gold rush and most of the rest cleared for agriculture. This image of two anglers fishing
the Loddon, probably in the slopes zone, was recorded by the Anglo-Australasian
Photographic Company around 1879 and provides a good indication of the original
environment.
Bottom, Photo: State Library of Victoria b44721, H91.50/958-967. This image of the Loddon
River near Castlemaine shortly after the Second World War shows the stark changes to the
environment less than a century later. Both photographs reproduced with the permission
of the State Library of Victoria.
True Tales of the Trout Cod: River Histories of the Murray-Darling Basin
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16.4

The Current Situation
The Sustainable Rivers Audit concluded that ‘the Loddon Valley fish community was in Extremely Poor
Condition, with losses of native species, low abundance of native fish and intrusions by alien species, especially
in the Slopes Zone’ (Davies et al., 2008).
Today the Loddon River provides some reasonable fishing for Murray cod and Golden perch from near Kerang
downstream to the Murray River. Silver perch have a modest presence, but Catfish are rare and the Kerang
Lakes are dominated by European carp and Redfin perch. The Tullaroop and Cairn Curran Reservoirs provide
fisheries sustained through stockings of Golden perch and Murray cod, with occasional captures of these
species upstream of these storages (McGuckin & Doeg, 2000). Climate change modelling suggests that the
Loddon catchment will be particularly severely affected with reductions to inflows from 34-74% (NCCMA,
2010).
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16.5

Newspaper Highlights
Argus, 19 February 1857
The Deep Creek near Carisbrook, is plentifully stocked with fish, and some very fine examples have recently
been caught, one gentleman having safely landed a cod which weighed only an ounce or two short of twelve
pounds, while a party of young amateurs at the sport being satisfied with smaller fry caught seven dozen black
fish in a short time.
Argus, 14 April 1857
The Deep Creek and its tributaries, Macallum's Creek, Tullarook Creek, and Ballarook Creek, contain the
Murray cod within six or eight miles of that Lakes Learmonth and Burrambeet / At the large water-holes at
Clunes, and on Macallum's Creek, the cod can be caught
Ballarat Star, 12 December 1857
A Supply of Fish. / As it is well known that the Murray cod is found in the Tullarook and Bullarook Creeks that
flow past Clunes, and distant only about twelve or fourteen miles from Lake Learmonth
Ballarat Star, 25 February 1858
The Murray Cod in Lake Burrumbeet
The introduction of the Murray cod into the waters of Lake Burrumbeet has been at last brought to a
successful termination by Messrs. Learmonth. We hope in a few days to be able to furnish our readers with
some details of an experiment which has excited considerable interest, and promises to be of great and
permanent benefit to our population. Meantime we may state that after several journeys, 98 bream and 34
cod have been placed into the waters of the lake, where we sincerely hope they will increase and multiply . . .
Fishing In The Loddon. – Apropos of the Loddon – everybody has taken to fishing lately on a Sunday, scores
take tackle and go to try their luck, and generally it is good for the fish are cooped up in small holes, and are
glad to bite at anything. A good number of females appear to be quite as lucky as their lords. I saw one man
with twenty-seven fish – cod, bream, and something else, and they averaged about a pound each; some
weighing three or four pounds have been caught, and even larger. It would not be too much to say that
hundreds of pounds of fish have been caught in the Loddon the past two weeks, besides any number of
crayfish. If the weather continues, the fish will get pretty well thinned. ‘Miners Right’
Argus, 16 October 1865
Over and over again we have urged that steps should be taken to protect our forest lands, not only because
extravagance will lead to scarcity, but also because the local climate will be affected in all those places where
the forests are removed. In protecting the forests we do more than increase the growth of timber - we prevent
waste of soil, we conserve the natural streams, it is not improbable that we prevent decrease in the rainfall,
and it is certain that we largely affect the distribution of storm waters. / it is not surprising that our best
streams, such as the Loddon, Campaspe, and Avoca, are fast becoming mere channels for the efflux of sludge
and sand. Even in those parts not touched by the gold-miner, the rivers are rapidly changing their character.
The mere occupation of the country for pastoral purposes has produced great changes, and it is well to
consider whether anything can be done to compensate for, if we cannot check, this kind of devastation.
Argus, 3 January 1867
Bream, trout, cod, and hundreds of crayfish, have rewarded the efforts of anglers lately in Maccallum’s Creek,
near Majorca. The Deep Creek has also afforded good sport.
Argus, 19 February 1867
The Deep Creek, near Carisbrook, is plenti-fully stocked with fish, and some very fine samples have recently
been caught, one gentleman having safely landed a cod which weighed only an ounce or two short of twelve
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pounds, while a party of young amateurs at the sport being satisfied with smaller fry caught seven dozen black
fish in a short time.
Hobart Mercury, 9 March 1867
Piscatorial pursuits are being earned on with great success just now in the Deep Creek, above Carisbrook.
Some of the most enthusiastic fishermen continue the pastime in a systematic manner, and one day last week
caught half a dozen fine cod, weighing 221b. They are frequently caught from 81b. to 121b. weight. The late
thunderstorm seems to have had a fatal effect on the fish, for great numbers were found dead, while others
were so stupefied that the children easily captured them without tackle. The anglers were grieved to see such
quantities of the fine fish lying dead on the banks without having been landed there with rod and line.
Argus, 24 January 1868
We also learn that the Deep Creek, near Carisbrook, fishing operations are now being carried out with great
success, as we hear of several fine hauls of large fish last week. One fish weighing eighteen pounds was caught
below Mr. Crook’s tannery, and we are informed that a professional fisher of our own neighbourhood took
upwards of forty pounds weight in one night’s fishing, some of the fish being from ten to twelve pounds each.
Mount Alexander Mail, 26 April 1873
/fish arrived in Castlemaine consigned from the Acclimatisation Society of Echuca to societies here and in
Geelong. They had been caught by a man named John Evans on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights, and
were brought under his care; amongst the lot (some 800) were bream, Murray cod, carp, and perch, the
largest being about four inches long / 300 were placed in Expedition Pass Reservoir, 50 in the Hospital Dam,
and the rest went to Geelong.
Argus, 19 February 1877
On Saturday last / we saw at Maryborough a monster codfish, caught in the Loddon by Mr. C. Stein. Mr. Stein
had caught a bream weighing 2lb., and before he could land it the cod came up and swallowed the smaller fish,
carrying away the line. As Mr. Stein could not swim, he gave a boy half a crown to go into the water and get
the line, and after some trouble the fish was landed. It was then found that the cod had paid the penalty of his
rapacity by being choked by the bream, the tail of which was still protruding from the cod’s mouth. The cod
measured 3ft. 2in. in length and 2ft. 8in. in girth, and weighed 38lb. Some very good baskets of fish are being
obtained in all the local streams, owing, it is supposed, to the water becoming so low.
Argus, 18 June 1909
Variations in Blackfish. This subject has excited very general interest. “Angler” (Kerang) writes:- “Re size of
blackfish. Those who would regard the close season law here would be glad to have the question of whether
blackfish, as we call them here, are the kind legislated on or not. Many of us firmly believe that they are not,
and that our variety hardly ever, if at all, grows to weigh more than one pound. Regarding ‘blackwood’s’
contention that the Murray cod keep them down, how is it that in the Bradford Creek, a tributary of the
Loddon, flowing through West Shelbourne and Laanecoorie, we used to catch thousands of blackfish, and
never one over a pound weight? Cod fish were unknown, the only other companion of the blackfish being a
kind of small silver trout. Personally, I have fished both the Bradford and the Loddon for the last 20 years, but
have never caught, or heard of one being caught, any over a pound in weight. Some have ascribed the
smallness to the warmth of the waters up here in the north.”
Argus, 3 March 1911
“Murray Trout”. “Nearly all the anglers I have met here,” writes Mr. R. W. Harvey (Kerang), “as well as those in
the Mildura District, declare that there is a fish in the northern rivers which they call ‘Murray trout.’ They
describe it as resembling the Murray cod, but the markings are different. The fish is a finer shape, and, without
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doubt, a garner sporting fish. Has such a fish, to your knowledge, been scientifically noted? Some time ago I
got a few at long intervals, and was unfortunate enough to lose the specimen that I intended sending to
Melbourne to have identified. I am endeavouring to obtain a specimen, and may yet succeed. I am by no
means sure that it is a distinct variety, though the professional fishermen seem to be very certain about it.”
Western Mail 16 February 1917
A Victorian newspaper says that numerous fishing parties from Maldon frequent the Loddon River, and some
good hauls are being reported. On the 26th Mr. W. Blenheim and party landed 83lb. of cod (22 fish in all), one
turning the scale at 15½lb. The Loddon has always been a good stream for cod and perch. When a school boy
at Castlemaine I frequently spent my holidays at Newstead, on the Loddon, and occasionally caught a five or
six pounder – but the fish have grown much bigger since those far off days.
Argus, 16 January 1920
Loss of Fish. “During a recent fresh in the Loddon,” writes B.E.C., “many dead fish, cod and perch, were noticed
floating in the water. Local anglers attribute the mortality to mud in the water, but others think some alkali
must have got in. The fish seem to be all right now, and cod up to 15lb. are being taken.”
Clunes Guardian, 31 August 1920
Early Clunes (By –“Fidelis”)
The creek at that time (1851) was a crystal clear stream abounding in good fish, blackfish, catfish and cod. I
remember seeing a 7 or 8 pound cod caught near Blake’s weir, which was about half way between the Service
Street and Government bridges
Argus, 22 December 1924
Mr. Walker, farmer, on the Loddon near Newbridge landed a Murray cod which weighed 11lb. Other
fishermen have been successful in obtaining nice catches of cod, perch, and blackfish.
Argus, 18 March, 1927
Laanecoorie. Many hundredweights of fish, including Murray cod, bream, perch, tench, and trout, were caught
when the weir at the Loddon River was completed on Wednesday. Many people were present, and great
excitement prevailed. Some large fish were landed, including one of 38lb. Mr. J. J. Weaner, who was on an
electioneering tour, happened to be on the spot, and expressed disapproval at the action of the Water
Commission in letting all the water run away.
Clunes Guardian & Gazette, 19 April 1930
Early Times of Clunes (by Early Bird)
Anything touching the early history of Clunes will appeal to a large number of visitors, and that which follows
has been, to a certain extent, unfolded to me by one who was here in the fifties. / It was all bush, with a
beautiful stream (Tullaroop Creek) running through it, and dividing where the Butter Factory now stands, one
stream ran round the foot of the hill and again joined the main stream a few hundred yards further down.
There were Murray cod, bream and other fish in the stream.
Maryborough Advertiser, 19 November 1930
Supply of Macquarie perch available – Mr. C. P. Wild, Secretary of the Angling Club, had a telegram on
Saturday from Mr. Lewis (Inspector of Fisheries), stating that it was anticipated there would be a supply of
Macquarie perch available at an early date and asking the number required. Mr. Wild promptly wired back
ordering 700. Yesterday he received advice that 200 contained in 24 cans would arrive in Maryborough Station
at 5.25 this evening. Arrangements have been made to release them in the Deep Creek.
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16.6

Loddon River Catchment Oral Histories
The following oral histories (OH 139-146) mostly discuss the Loddon River Catchment.
OH 139
Ron Mudford of Eaglehawk was interviewed in August 2007 at an age of 85 Years.
I am 85 years old was born in Kyneton, grew up at Malmsbury. I saw my dad catch a cod behind Kaplin’s in the
Loddon, that’s the headwaters there, the closest town would be Castlemaine, it was upstream from Guildford.
It would have been about 5 pound; it was a big fish for there it was only a small stream. That was when I was
about 8, he got it on a worm and it’s the only one I saw there. After that they dynamited it and they
disappeared in the river. In there, well there was also Galaxias a little minnow, and Blackfish. The Blackfish
were sweet to eat.
Down in the Loddon there was a spot where my father used to fish they called it the “bream hole”, down near
Glenluce, my dad used to get Macquarie perch there, a lot. He used to talk about the Macquaries there, my
word; they were good eating and good to catch. He used to head off there from Malmsbury, walk all night and
camp there to catch the Macquaries. But that was before I was out there. There was still a few caught when I
went out there with him, a little grey fish, we could still catch small numbers then, I’d have been 8 to 10 when
they were being caught out there, no later, but then they were gone. They were definitely there before they
were stocked in 1931; my dad had been catching them a long time before. The native fish, the cod and bream,
they went as far upstream as the Loddon Falls, that’s the falls on the river at Glenlyon. They didn’t get past
them. I left the area in 1938 or so but before that we would go out there for a bit of fun. One thing he did catch
out there that was most unusual was an eel, dad caught one about 6 pounds in weight an enormous eel. It
shouldn’t have been there it was on the wrong side but it might have crawled across the paddocks to get there.
The Campaspe, it was out of my area, but it was quite good, it had a lot of tench and redfin. The Macquarie
perch they were in around Avonmore near Elmore, they were a pound, pound and a half, I’d say the biggest one
was a couple of pounds. There were cod out there but they were getting scarce by then. I know that they got a
few yellowbelly there, not many; I didn’t catch any though I know others caught them. I’d say the Macquaries
the last ones were caught at Avonmore between 40 and 50, about then. The cod they couldn’t get up past
Turpins Falls, not like in the Loddon where they were there in the headwaters. I didn’t hear of many yellowbelly
out of the Campaspe not till you got down towards the Murray down to Echuca. And the same in the Loddon
there was no yellowbelly in the top of it, but there were a few grunters down from Serpentine. The biggest cod I
caught came out of the Murray it was 73 pound from Woolpooroola, that’s about 12 miles west of Echuca.
OH 140
Ron Dalmenico of Castlemaine was interviewed in August 2007.
We had relatives that had the pub at Guildford. My father’s nickname was Kap; my father was born and bred at
Yandoit, and moved to Guildford. He showed me the ‘cod hole’ when I was 5 or 6 years old. It was going out
towards Bond Springs; I remember that, it was probably the 30s or a bit before when they were catching the
cod. I do remember they called it the cod hole and they were big fish they were catching. And other fish well
they always had redfin, yellowbellies, Catfish and tench out there, and an abundance of water rats.
OH 141
Ian McDonald of Castlemaine was interviewed in August 2007 and is married to Arlene, daughter of Jack
Delmenico who was the publican at Guildford.
I’m 74. I don’t know exactly how long ago it was, about 40 years ago, I seen them in the back of Jack
Delmenico’s Holden ute. There was 3 cod between 30 and 33 pounds; they were caught on springers put in the
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night before. Laurie Passalaqua got one as well. They stopped fishing for them as the inspectors were after
them. That was out of the cod hole, between Vaughan and Guildford. Since then the hole has silted up. They
used to get plenty of redfin out there. Many years ago at Glenluce I knew a bloke who caught a cod there that
was 7 ½ pound. I was told years ago there was a lot of cod around up there, you could go and get a lot quick,
but that was a long time ago. Up at Glenluce they used to get a lot of Blackfish up there, but not further down
at Guildford.
OH 142
Frank Passalaqua of Guildford was interviewed in January 2008 at an age of 84 years.
I was born in Guildford, the 21st of September 1924. My father, Alfred Percy was born in 1896. Dad was a
butcher; he’d go up the river fishing with his kids. I took up trout fishing with Ray Bower and Charles Purches,
never really fished for cod except when I was a kid. My first memory of cod in the Loddon was in approximately
1936. One evening my brother, myself and Bill Jukes were fishing in the Loddon River in Guildford at Teddys
Willows where we caught four Murray cod about 5 pounds each. These were caught on a willow branch about
6 feet long with a piece of chord and hook attached as we had no fishing lines in those days. Two other
recognized fishermen were fishing about 15 feet from us but they never got a bite, they were Dave Carter and
Maurice Dalmenico.
In the late 1930s there was a sluicing plant operating on the flat near the railway bridge and they pumped
water from the Loddon River. In what was the pump hole Wally Maple caught a cod about 8 pound, about 20
yards down from where the railway bridge is in Guildford. I can remember after a flood Beryl Gill found an 8 to
10 pound Murray cod washed up on the flat below the Guildford Bridge, that would have been about 1939. In
about 1940 Fred Hill caught 4 Murray cod in the Loddon River about 300 yards downstream from the junction
of the Campbells Creek and the Loddon. These fish were approximately 6 pounds each and caught on a spinner.
Next day my father, brother Ron and myself went down to the same hole with Fred Hill and my father caught 3
more and Fred got one, all about 6 pound. This was the last time it was fished for cod in that hole.
The stories about the ‘cod hole’ come from about the war time. The cod hole was known as ‘Horseshoe Bend’.
Approximately in the 1930s Maurrie Robinson pumped out a hole in the river about 250 yards upstream from
Kemp’s bridge for water for his dairy cattle on his property which adjoined the river at this spot. Finding quite a
number of small cod in the pumped out hole he collected them and put them back in the river at Horse Shoe
Bend, later to be known as the ‘cod hole’. In late 1940 Dave Carter caught a cod in this hole about 8 pounds. It
was soon known and other fishermen started fishing in this hole. About 12 cod were caught by various people
including my father, the fish ranged from 6 to 8 pounds. Laurie Passalaqua got one 25 pound. Jack Delmenico
got a 65 pound cod. I never seen it but the story goes that it was caught illegal and the police intervened and
took the fish from him and gave it to the Castlemaine Hospital. That ended to my knowledge the cod caught in
that hole. The last cod I saw was caught by Freddie Hill; I reckon it was about 1948.
Regarding redfin in the Loddon, not many good size redfin have been caught, mainly about ½ a pound to 1
pound. Although many redfin 4 inches long have been seen in the shallow waters, they never seemed to have
grown. The Blackfish, I’ve only caught them in the Loddon at Glenluce, and Middleton’s Creek, I used to go up
there gold panning. Being a trout fisherman over many years fishing the Loddon from Vaughan to Newstead I
believe that there is cod still in the big holes as trout are very hard to catch in these big holes and trout can be
caught often in the small holes. No one over the past 20 years have fished for cod in the Loddon between
Vaughan and Newstead. Who knows what cod remain in these big holes, although the Loddon has not had
much water flowing since the 2000 flood. The river hasn’t been good since 2000, but it used to dry up when I
was a kid. But there still are some big holes in it.
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OH 143
Bill Rumbolt of Boort was interviewed in March 2008 at an age of 83 years.
I’m 83 in October; I grew up at Laanecoorie, downstream of the weir. My father came from Baringhup West
and my mother from Baringhup East. He used to catch cod up there. My father at Baringhup, in a diary he had
a crossline in and got a nine pound cod. I can remember that my father lost a bit of his arm, just below the
elbow, blasting rock for a house after a misfire, that was back before 1909. My brother was born before me,
and came to Laanecoorie in 1924. We used to trap water rats for their skins, there was quite a few around, and
I can remember my father saying they used to shoot koalas in the swamp near Laanecoorie.
In the Loddon there, when I was young, there was cod and redfin, and a few tench. There was lots of cod there
before the forty four drought, like in those days everybody had a drum net in. The cod were pretty common, up
to forty pound. I’d say about twenty pound was the average, we never caught anything that would be classed
as undersized, no I never ever saw very small cod caught by anyone. My father at one time got seven in the
drum net. I only ever saw one yellowbelly, at first I didn’t even know what it was; I thought it was some type of
strange cod. That was just before I left in the 1950s. I’d never heard of the yellowbelly till then, and I never
heard of bream or Catfish at Laanecoorie. If there had been any there at that time they would have been
caught with all the nets that were in. They might have been there earlier but the Fernihurst Weir could have
blocked them coming up the river.
During the forty four drought they pumped out the mine water into the river to make it run for the stock. A lot
of big cod died from that, the cod were common up until then. I don’t know if it was the salt in the mine water,
it was suitable for stock, but it killed the fish. When I was young floods were quite common in those days, and
the river for some reason was clearer than nowadays. The biggest flood in memory went through here in 1887,
it spread out as far as Pyramid Hill, there weren’t any levee banks back in those days. I can remember still
seeing the debris in the river, concrete steps, from when Laanecoorie burst. In the forties it was much like it is
now, hopefully it will go back to what it was like in the fifties, maybe its just part of a natural cycle. I’ve seen a
few changes, I was there for thirty five years and I never saw a kangaroo, but now between there and Dunolly
there are thousands.
OH 144
Robert Scholes of Bridgewater was interviewed in November 2007.
My father died last Christmas and was 86. He fished the Loddon before Cairn Curran was built. When he was a
boy, he had no problems catching fish. He would simply walk down to the river at the bridge and catch cod. The
way he spoke he mainly caught plate sized stuff rather than the bigger stuff. In those days there was Blackfish,
yellowbelly, cod, have heard of Catfish mentioned, he never mentioned any bream. Apparently the redfin
basically decimated the native species he said; there was an explosion of them. I can remember in the 1960s I’d
go out with him, with two hooks, had no problems catching sixty redfin. In the early 70s there was a lot of bad
water, there was a lot of dead cod and Blackfish across the big holes. There was dead cod up to a hundred
pounds, both upstream and downstream of Bridgewater.
OH 145
Harold Chalmers of Kerang was interviewed in June 2008 at an age of 84 years.
I grew up on the Loddon at Canary Island, between Boort and Kerang. I’m only 84! When I was young in the
Loddon there was Murray cod of course, and tench, there was always tench in the river when I was a lad. The
tench you always caught them with a floater so the hook was above the bottom of the river. There wasn’t any
redfin around in those days, not that I can remember. There was always Blackfish; oh they were easy to catch
on a line! They were very small, up to about twelve inches you’d get them on a hook and a line. The cod were
common. What I was told was told was the black fellas could spear a cod any time they wanted one and they
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were still quite plentiful in the early days and still common when I was young. The cod were mainly 14 to 20
pound, I remember my father taking a 44 pound cod in the Loddon, that was the biggest I saw caught.
Yellowbelly, there wasn’t many in my youth days, I don’t recall catching any when I was young though I think
odd ones were caught. We always had to go out to the Murray or the Edward to catch yellowbellies. There
were grunters in the river, not very common; they seemed to like the deep water. They were a great fishing fish;
they’d tear off as fast as they could. There was Catfish, they were quite common, they were next to cod in
numbers, very good eating, very tasty meat on them. They were an ugly fish but a good sports fish, we got
them up to 3 to 4 pound, they liked to eat the worms. The Trout cod they’re protected in the Murray, you can’t
take one. I don’t think there was any in the Loddon, I never saw one. The reports I got from the other fishermen
was that they were more common up near Albury and up into the mountain streams, that’s where they talked
about them. I’ve never heard of a Macquarie perch out of this part of the Loddon. There was a lot of the native
carp around. I remember when we went to school at Canary Island and one day we had an excursion along the
river and we found a log in the river. There was a dozen native carp in it. The redfin, there was a lot of redfin in
the lakes in the 1940s and 50s, but back when I was a lad I don’t remember catching any in the river.
The cod were common but unfortunately there was a goldmine near the river up towards Bendigo and it
poured cyanide into the river. There was thousands of dead cod; the river was white with the cod turned upside
down. It spoilt the fishing for years and years. I can’t remember exactly when it was I was very young; it might
have been about 1933. The Loddon River is absolutely dry at the moment. When I was a kid there was always
water in the waterholes, but since 1996 it’s been as dry as a bone. In the 1940s I remember walking across the
Murray up at Euston, the Murray was only a gutter.
OH 146
Mick Ashton of Kerang was interviewed in November 2006 at an age of 77 years.
My father was a ganger on the shire tramway from Kerang to Koondrook. When I was 9 or 10 years old I
remember the big cod that he got sitting on our veranda, it was 124 pound. I sat in front of it with my boots in
its mouth, I will never forget it! He was the ganger on the tramway, used to set off in the mornings and meet
his mate from the other end. One morning from the tramway bridge they saw this big bow wave coming up the
Barr Creek. It was this big cod; it swam up and lay in the shade under the bridge. It used to go out at night and
hunt for food and come back in the morning to the shade under the bridge. Well to start with they tried to
catch it on bait. They set a big yabby up on a line, and it would come out and smell it, but it then went back to
the shade. They tried every bait but it did just the same thing. Well they decided next morning that they would
try to shoot it. The bloke from the other end brought a shotgun. My father borrowed a 303 from the rifle club
and they waited for it. Eventually they saw the bow wave coming up the creek and just before it got to the
bridge the other bloke couldn’t fire the shotgun as the cod was down too deep. My father was waiting on the
other side and when it stuck its head out he plugged it right between the eyes. They hooked it out with a pole
and took it up to the butter factory where it was weighed. It was put on the train to Melbourne and it sold for
sixpence a pound.
The Loddon River, when I was 7 or 8 years old, we used to camp on it. It was clear, you would drink it, now it is
just a mud hole, you wouldn’t think about it. Further down, below where the Pyramid Creek comes in, it’s a bit
better, but nothing like it used to be. In the river and in the Barr Creek there were Catfish, cod, yellowbelly,
grunter, redfin and tench. In the Barr Creek, well in the 1930s it was just the best creek, it was sensational!
There was any amount of cod in the creek. My father used to troll with an aeroplane spinner, with the line
wrapped around his knee. Once he got dragged out of the boat by a cod, but he made it back. The other fish in
the area, well there were yellowbelly; they were common, up to 10 to 12 pounds. The bream were pretty
common, if you got a big one they would go on your line, they were excellent to catch. We caught them up to 4
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to 5 pound; it was no trouble to get one that size. When you got them out onto the bank they would grunt.
They were not a good eating fish. We used to go out to the Wakool, out through Murrabit, and we used to
catch a lot of greasies in that river. A long time ago we used to catch quite a few, but all of them were small,
none of them would have been over a foot long. Over 50 years ago my father told me there was a second type
of cod, the Trout cod, in the Kerang area. I’ve never seen one in the area, though they are common now up
towards Yarrawonga way. Apparently they had always been very scarce in the Kerang area, never common in
the rivers here, that’s what I was told. And the Macquarie perch, no one ever talked about seeing one around
here.
The Catfish were very common; they were commonly around 3 to 4 pound, with the biggest ones around 5 to 6
pounds. We used to go down to the Barr creek on a Saturday morning, my father, brothers and I, with a
sugarbag each and a bamboo pole with a hook on the end. We used to walk along and you used to see the
Catfish sleeping on their sides against the bank. We would hook them out and fill the sugarbags, have them on
the train to Melbourne that morning. I would have been 8 to 10 years old at the time. A few years later the
Catfish became scarce throughout the area, you never saw them in the same numbers, not many. Years later
they turned the Barr Creek into a channel, well that broke your heart, when you knew what it used to be like. I
used to love the redfin, but can’t find them now, though they still catch them in Lake Charm. I can remember
when they were thick around here, in all the lakes and rivers around. The biggest was about 7 pound, while the
average big one was 3 to 4 pound. There was a pro chap here who used to gill net the big ones. I used to get
them on the bobbers and the hogback spinners. I used to go out to Reedy Lake using the hogback spinners and
find the holes in the reeds. I would throw it out 3 times into a hole and if I didn’t catch anything I would move
onto another hole. I once got 23 redfin in 23 casts in Racecourse Lake, real good fish. I cleaned them and then
went home for lunch. I went back after lunch and I caught none, they had moved on.
Out through Murrabit the Wakool was always good for yellowbelly and redfin mainly, but more of the redfin. I
used to get some good cod out there too. It was no good getting out there before 4 o’clock. There was one big
hole, well every time I went out there you could throw in and fill a potato bag with redfin. I went out there one
day and there was this ute pulled up, I knew the ute, the owner was a bit of a poacher. I was down the river and
there was a hell of a blast, he had blown the hole. We never again caught a fish out of that hole.
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